SAMPLE
ABC AUTO BODY Limited Life Time Warranty

This limited warranty is subject to all terms and conditions described below.
Under this warranty, ABC AUTO BODY warranties that the repairs shall be free of
defects in workmanship for as long as you own the vehicle. Any and all implied
warranties shall not exceed in duration the term of this limited warranty.
Parts
Original Equipment Manufacturer Crash Parts (OEM) is one produced by the Original
Equipment Manufacturer. The Limited warranty for an OEM crash part, replaced in its
entirety is 1 year limited on the occurrence of rust. Limited lifetime warranty on proper
fit and alignment provided the adjacent panels are in good condition.
Aftermarket Crash Parts. Ninety (90) day limited warranty.
Used Crash Parts. Ninety (90) day limited warranty.
Mechanical/Electrical parts. Any mechanical or electrical parts replaced, by ABC AUTO
BODY SHOP, as a result of accident damage are warranted for ninety- (90) days or 3,000
miles, whichever occurs first.
Panel Repairs
Panel repairs are warranted against shrinking or cracking for a period of 1 year. ABC
AUTO BODY is not responsible for cracking or old body filler on previous repairs.
Structural Repairs
All materials ABC AUTO BODY uses in the repair of structural panels are warranted for
as long as you own the vehicle. However, if additional or hidden damage that would
affect the performance of the vehicle is found during or after repair, the customer will be
responsible for any additional parts or labor required to make the necessary repairs. This
warranty excludes any damage from subsequent accidents and normal wear and tear.
Painting, Stripes and Decals
ABC BODY SHOP provides a limited lifetime warranty on paint related priming and
painting work against solvent blistering, peeling, hazing and excessive loss of
pigmentation; and limited lifetime written warranty on application and adhesion of
decorative stripes and decals, excluding defects which are caused by extreme
environmental conditions to which the vehicle may be exposed, off road or any unusual
purpose. Rock chips are not covered. ABC AUTO BODY may at its sole option reprime, re-paint, re-stripe or replace decals on the specific section or sections on the
vehicle. Paint warranty is valid only when paint is applied over original factory finishes
that are free of defect.
Rust Repair
Some automotive designs cause dirt and moisture to accumulate in areas that promote
rust. The inherent design of the car prevents a permanent solution. The re-occurrence of
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rust on any particular vehicle is not within this or ABC AUTOBODY SHOP control. All
rust repairs and materials used in repairing rust are warranted for ninety (90) days.
Spot/Panel/Color Match Refinishing
Color match can only be warranted to meet customer’s acceptance upon delivery of the
vehicle and payment. If a customer is advised that the color will not match, and such
advice is noted on estimate or repair order, ABC AUTO BODY have predetermined an
exact color match is impossible. All material used to spot or panel refinish any area of the
vehicle, are warranted against loss of gloss for as long as you own the vehicle.
Warranty Repairs
The customer shall deliver the vehicle to ABC AUTO BODY for inspection, present this
warranty to document the issuance of the warranty and make the vehicle available to
perform the necessary repairs. The customer shall allow ABC AUTO BODY reasonable
attempts to correct repair defects. ABC AUTO BODY SHOP will not provide services
under warranty when repairs are performed without prior authorization from ABC AUTO
BODY SHOP. ABC AUTO BODY SHOP reserves the right to repair or replace any
defective parts or repairs at its option.
Exclusions
This warranty does not include providing alternative transportation, including but not
limited to, rental car, or living, or travel expenses while the vehicle is being repaired or
serviced under this warranty and also does not cover towing fees or charges.
This warranty is provided to original customer. This warranty is non-transferable.
ABC AUTO BODY makes no other warranty of any kind, express or implied, including
any warranty regarding merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose and liability
under this warranty is limited to repair of any defects in workmanship. ABC AUTO
BODY is not liable for any consequential or incidental damages including loss of income
or profits.
Void
This warranty is void 1) with the transfer of ownership; 2) should the vehicle be involved
in a subsequent accident, or if structural problem results from the OEM design flaw, or
the vehicle is affected by an “Act of God”, such as fire, theft, vandalism, riot, explosion,
lightning, earthquake, windstorm, hail, water, freezing or flood; 3) by abuse, misuse,
modifications or alterations.

DISCLAIMER: THIS DOCUMENT IS GENERAL IN NATURE AND DEALS
WITH VARIOUS LAWS AND REGULATIONS. IT IS NOT INTENDED TO BE
PROVIDED AS LEGAL ADVICE. IT IS RECOMMENDED YOU SEEK THE
ADVICE OF AN ATTORNEY SPECIALIZING IN THIS AREA OF THE LAW IF
YOU ENCOUNTER A PROBLEM.
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